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Highlights
• Generates reports in various output 

formats including ESEF-compliant 
XBRL, iXBRL, XHTML, Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, PDF, and Adobe InDesign

• Enhances security, control, and 
governance for recurring, multi-author 
reports and presentations

• Dynamically imports and updates 
data from source systems to ensure 
numbers are always current 

• Synchronises numerical data with 
narrative analysis in a controlled, 
auditable environment

• Eliminates manual copy and paste 
processes

• Supports both cloud and on-premise 
deployment options

CDM for ESEF 
Compliance 

Easily produce XHTML and XBRL-tagged 
reports in the European Single Electronic 
Format to comply with the European 
Securities and Markets Authority.

OVERVIEW
From 1st January 2020, companies listed on a regulated 
exchange in the European Economic Area (EEA) must adopt 
a new framework for formatting and filing annual financial 
reports (AFRs) relating to financial years that start on or after 
that date. 

The European Single Electronic Format (ESEF) requires 
annual reports to be produced in a web-native XHTML 
format, rather than a downloadable document like a PDF. 
Companies that file annual reports using International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) are also required to tag 
consolidated financial statements with eXtensible Business 
Reporting Language (XBRL); a machine-readable format that 
makes financial statements easy to compare with those of 
other companies.
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Certent CDM not only provides the necessary XBRL tagging and XHTML output 
capabilities, but also makes the entire process of financial report creation easier, 
faster, and less error-prone – creating more time for finance teams to focus on 
analysis, narrative reporting, and delivering value-added insights to the business.

Streamlined report creation and XBRL tagging
Finance functions spend a significant amount of time producing financial reports 
to tight deadlines, including statutory reports, regulatory reports, and internal 
management reports. 

These are predominantly created manually, using tools like Microsoft Word, Excel, 
and PowerPoint. Considerable amounts of time are spent setting up the template 
for the report, chasing individual contributors for data, copying and pasting it into 
the report, and checking and re-checking that the data is current, correct, and 
consistent. 

Certent CDM eases these pressures by dynamically pulling data from source 
systems into a pre-defined report template and applying the relevant XBRL tags 
from ESMA’s ESEF taxonomy wherever they are required in the document. Users 
can tag financial data and commentary just once, at any point on the reporting 
cycle, and have the tagging automatically flow to future reports.

For ESEF purposes, CDM can format the completed report as a XHTML output, 
making it effortless to submit to the in-country regulator’s Official Appointed 
Mechanism (OAM). 

Collaborative workflow protects one version of the truth
Manual report production processes often suffer delays and bottlenecks as the 
team wait for individuals involved in the project to carry out their assigned tasks. 
The result is often increased stress, long hours in the office, and weekend working 
as the deadline approaches.

With Certent CDM, users can create and enforce intelligent processes with 
integrated controls, compliance checklists, and full visibility into each step of the 
process. Workflow and process dashboards help managers identify bottlenecks 
and refocus resources quickly. 
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Standardising processes throughout the organisation—and using a single version 
of the truth—eliminates the debate over who has the latest version and speeds 
the process of reaching consensus, which means being able to react quickly to 
risks or take advantage of new opportunities. 

Reduced risk of errors and compliance breaches
Reports that are created manually by copying and pasting data from different 
sources run a high risk of errors. Data may not be up to date or it might be 
inconsistent throughout the report. When multiple people are working on the 
same report, there’s a risk that data may be overwritten or accidentally deleted. 

At best, this creates a lot of work to check and recheck that 
all data is correct. At worst, the company risks disclosing 
incorrect information, potentially in breach of its market 
obligations.

Certent CDM significantly reduces the risk of errors and 
misstatements by automatically pulling the most up to date 
data from source systems and adding controls, security, 
data validation, and robust audit trail reporting. The ability to quickly identify audit 
trail reports and control mechanisms can save auditors from having to perform 
costly tests and inspections of these processes to ensure that 
the proper checks and validations have been completed at the end of each  
reporting period.

More time for value-added analysis and commentary
When the pressure is on to deliver the data, it leaves little time for finance team 
members to add any further value, such as reviewing the narrative in the ESEF 
filing to ensure it fully aligns with regulatory disclosure requirements, or to make 
recommendations to stakeholders on how to act on what the data is telling them.

By integrating financial and business intelligence operations, Certent CDM frees 
overworked finance and reporting teams to spend their time on high-value 
analysis instead of on gathering and verifying data. It helps them gain the insights 
they need to deliver better decision support and drive better performance in 
today’s fast-moving marketplace.

“Simply put, CDM gives us one 
version of the truth.”  
 
Andy Young 
Head of Finance, LV=
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CERTENT CDM FEATURES
CDM enables teams focused on producing ESEF-compliant financial reports to:

Create and roll forward XBRL-tagged reports. Employ high-volume tagging 
to comply with the XBRL requirements of ESEF, as well as any other current and 
future reports that mandate XBRL tagging.

Link report data directly to data sources. Create dynamic reports that update 
automatically when the numbers change in underlying data sources—ensuring a 
single, consistent version of the truth.

Marry qualitative narrative analysis with enterprise data. Combine financial 
and operational data from a variety of sources with in-depth narrative analysis for 
internal and external reporting.

Configure and enforce intelligent processes. Drive process consistency and 
automate manual processes associated with producing reports that combine 
numbers and narrative.

Protect a single version of the truth. Rely on a single, secure, enterprise-
scalable solution for recurring, multi-author reports and presentations. Let 
multiple users view and edit reports simultaneously without causing versioning 
problems with conditional workflow.

Optimise controls and auditability. Standardise review and validation 
procedures and ensure they are performed at each level of the organisation—
from department to business entity to corporate headquarters.

Enhance security over sensitive data and reports.  
Power a comprehensive set of internal security features  
with secure, user-based logins to prevent data leaks and 
insider trading.

Leverage familiar Microsoft Office applications. Take 
advantage of staff expertise around Microsoft Excel, 
Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint, while layering 
in additional functionality and capabilities of an enterprise 
reporting solution.

 “The more time we can give 
back to our analysts to do 
real analysis, rather than 
just crunching numbers, the 
more value we can add to the 
business.” 

-Head of Group Reporting, 
easyJet
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Single report for regulatory filing, publishing and printing. Simplify the 
reporting processes and be more cost efficient by creating a single report that 
meets regulatory requirements, and the corporate high quality publishing and 
printing standards. 

Deployment options. Ability to determine the best deployment option for your 
company’s infrastructure and business needs – cloud or on-premise.

A PARTNER FOR SUCCESS
In addition to our CDM software, Certent offers the experience, expertise, and 
support to ensure your compliance with ESMA’s ESEF mandate. Our team is 
committed to helping you derive the maximum value from your investment 
through an unwavering focus on customer success. Our 2400 global customers 
benefit from:

• Solid track record: Certent has helped companies globally file timely, accurate 
and compliant XBRL reports in line with new regulations since the inception of 
the standard. 

• Domain expertise: Certent’s global team of financial reporting specialists have 
in-depth knowledge of XBRL as well as local and regional financial disclosure 
requirements.

• Comprehensive onboarding: To ensure a smooth transition, we’ll design a 
step-by step implementation process to get your team started on the right foot. 

• Hands-on support: Our expert support team works side-by-side with you in 
your report to ensure timely, accurate filing.

• Flexible service options: Our flexible service options allow you to choose the 
right level of engagement for your organisation — from one-time projects to full 
XBRL tagging outsourcing — ensuring an accurate, high-quality output.



About Certent
Certent, Inc. is a leading provider of software and services for equity 
compensation and financial disclosure management and reporting. Founded 
in 2002, Certent serves more than 2,400 public, private, and pre-IPO 
companies with innovative stock plan management, regulatory compliance 
and reporting technology. With five global offices, Certent delivers confidence 
across mission-critical finance and HR processes.

CONCLUSION
Finance teams hold the key to unlocking strategic business opportunities to 
maximize profitability and growth and for weathering periods of economic 
uncertainty, but the administrative weight of manual, recurring reporting 
make a challenging task even more time-consuming.

By using Certent CDM to automate and streamline the production of reports 
that combine numbers and narrative, finance teams in EEA-listed companies 
can not only comply more easily with the technical requirements of ESEF, 
but also free up more time to spend on analysing the numbers, providing 
insightful narrative reporting, and uncovering business opportunities to fuel 
growth and expansion. 

Get in touch

Visit us online at www.certent.com

Write us at hello@certent.com


